
eLabel integrates as part of your inventory management system. This 
cost-efficient, user-friendly addition to your store saves labor costs, improves 
the customer experience, easy to install, and more.

ELECTRONIC SHELF LABELS

ليكن عمالئك على بينة دائمة
Keep your customers informed
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What is ESL?
ESL represents Electronic Shelf Label, which is an 
electronic label that can be installed on the shelf. 
It is a label with a E-Paper display for item display. 
The information on the screen is transmitted from 
the server, the screen display items such as 
product’s name, price, logo, bar code, production 
area etc. The ESL system can be managed and 
maintained easily by an operator in a speci�c area 
of the market. You may manage the product 
information on the ESL via the terminal control 
system on a computer, the ESL will update in real 
time as the update chart.

ESL Label

The ESL system consisted of an input device, host 
computer,  Access Point (AP) device and ESL tag
device.

STEP 1. The user needs to input information for 
production into the database server, either by manual
 input or scanner device.

STEP 2.  The server will give command and information to 
various Access Point (AP) set in the super market or 
warehouse, each AP controls a group of ESLs. The AP will 
transmit the information from the server to each
 ESLs via Bluetooth.

STEP 3. Each ESL will receive information and send a 
feedback message to AP and eventually to the server. 
If the feedback is correct, ESL will �nally update its 
new item information, if failed, the server will alarm
and prompt to update again.

Client’s System

POS

How does the ESL system work?
 



1. Bluetooth beacon function
     Deliver personalized relevant messages straight to your customer in store.

2. Support di�erent operating system and language
     Including windows, Mac, Linux, Solaris and every country’s language.

3. Superior readability
     Near 180 degree viewing angle with excellent readability

4. Lower power, longer life
     Replaceable batteries for extended life- 5-10 years

5. Custome-made Template design
     Custome-made label Template design enables any combination of text and images.

6. Versatility
     Providing API to help the clients develop their own software.

Why choose                    ESL system?



Quick Return on Investment

Improve Customer Satisfaction

eLabel will save your money, not only by eliminating the need to correct prices,    
but by reducing labor costs. Gone are the days of spending hours tagging 
products with inaccurate and cluttered shelf tags. Your ROI can be captured in a 
relatively short period of time.



Easy Installation

No wiring or power track is needed to install elabels. With a long-lasting 
battery pack already installed, elabels are ready to go as soon as they’re 
clipped into the shelf edges.

Dynamic Pricing

Changing prices used to be time-consuming and cumbersome — but now, all the 
work can be done with just a few clicks. Wireless communication between the the 
back office and elabels is fast and accurate. Prices can be changed on short 
notice with minimal effort, making running promotions an easy task.



Customized Displays 

Worried about leaving some information behind, elabel software creates 
custom templates for you to choose from and to design more where required.

Solution Independent

Though ESLs can be seamlessly integrated with elabels, they also give you the 
freedom to work with the back-office solution of your choice.

  



2.1 inch ESL TAG

Model

Screen

Dimension (W x H x D)

Visible screen area

Viewing angle

Pixels

Battery life

Display mode

Update time

Support different language

IL021CF1W1

2.1 inch (Diagonal) E-ink E-paper

65.5 x 40 x 12.2 mm

48.7 x 20.9 mm

Near 180 degree viewing

172 x 72 dots (DPI:89)

Up to 5-10 years

Black White Mode

3~20 s/time (support mass updates)

Yes

2.13 inch ESL TAG

Model

Screen

Dimension (W x H x D)

Visible screen area

Viewing angle

Pixels

Battery life

Display mode

Update time

Support different language

IL0213CF3W5

2.13 inch (Diagonal) E-ink E-paper

65.5 x 40 x 12.2 mm

48.55 x 23.8 mm

Near 180 degree viewing

250 x 122 dots (DPI:131)

Up to 5-10 years

Black White Mode

3~20 s/time (support mass updates)

Yes

2.9 inch ESL TAG

Model

Screen

Dimension (W x H x D)

Visible screen area

Viewing angle

Pixels

Battery life

Display mode

Update time

Support different language

IL029CF2W2

2.9 inch (Diagonal) E-ink E-paper

87.0 x 47.0 x 12.1 mm

66.9 x 29.0 mm

Near 180 degree viewing

296 x 128 dots (DPI:112)

Up to 5-10 years

Black White Mode

3~20 s/time (support mass updates)

Yes

Product device speci�cation



SHELF RAILS

Model

Apperance

Size

Weight

Fixing hole pitch

Theft proof function available

Dismounting tool available

Shelf Rails colors available

ILMS-B

Standard unit with white shlef rails

L x 40 mm, the length of Rail is flexible

135 g/m

22 mm

Yes

Yes

Yes (MOQ applies)

MOUNTING CLIP for 2.1 inch, 2.13 inch ESL 

Model

Appearance

Size

Weight

Fixing hole pitch

Colors available

ILMS-H01

Standard unit with white mounting clip

58.5 x 44.5 x 17 mm

6g

43 mm

Yes (MOQ applies)

MOUNTING CLIP for 2.9 inch ESL 

Model

Appearance

Size

Weight

Fixing hole pitch

Colors available

ILMS-H02

Standard unit with white mounting clip

80.0 x 45.0 x 17 mm

8g

64 mm

Yes (MOQ applies)

Mounting parts and applications



ACCESS PROCESSOR (Square)

Model

Communication

Number of AP Cover

Covered Distance

Dimension (W x H x D)

Working Temperature

Operating Voltage

Power Supply

Adapter (Input)

Adapter (Output)

Port to Server

ILA300BV12

2.403 GHz ~ 2.483 GHz ISM

Each covers 300-400 ESLs (Recommended)

30m (Radius)

140.0 x 12.0 x 38.0 mm

-20°C ~ + 70°C

DC +5.0 V

Adaptor or Ethernet cable

AC 10C - 240C, 50/60 HZ

DC +5.0 V, 1000 mA

WIFI or Ethernet cable

ACCESS PROCESSOR (Ceiling Mounted)

Model

Communication

Number of AP Cover

Covered Distance

Dimension (W x H x D)

Working Temperature

Operating Voltage

Power Supply

Adapter (Input)

Adapter (Output)

Port to Server

ILA300BV21

2.403 GHz ~ 2.483 GHz ISM

Each covers 300-400 ESLs (Recommended)

30m (Radius)

148.0 x 148.0 x 38.0 mm

-20°C ~ + 70°C

DC +5.0 V

Adaptor or Ethernet cable

AC 10C - 240C, 50/60 HZ

DC +5.0 V, 1000 mA

WIFI or Ethernet cable

Access Processors
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